
ON THE STABILITY OF ROTATION OF A SOLID 
WITH AN ELLIPSOIDAL CAVITY FILLED 

WITR LIQUID 

(OR USTOICAIVOSTI VRASACAENIIA TVERDOGO TELA 

S ELLIPSOIDAL'NOI POLOST'IU, NAPOLNENNOI 

ZHIDKOST'IU) 

In the works of Joukowski [ll, Sludsky [21, Hough [31 and Poincare [41 

it was shown that the motion of a solid with an ellipsoidal cavity com- 
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pletely filled with ideal liquid can be described by ordinary differ- 

ential equations. The same fact of reducibility of the equations of 

motion to ordinary differential equations (for an ellipsoidal cavity) 

has been proved in [51. 

In the article by Rumiantsev [S] the sufficient conditions of sta- 

bility have been obtained. 

In the present article the reducibility of the equations of motion is 

used for the investigation of the stability of motion of a solid having 

a cavity in the form of a triaxial ellipsoid, completely filled with 

ideal liquid, which is in the state of uniform vortex motion. Let us note 

that Chetaev [T] has given the solution of a similar problem in the case 

of the irrotational motion of the liquid. 

Let Oxly1zl be a fixed coordinate system with the origin at a fixed 

point 0 in the solid. z1 being directed vertically upwards, and let Oxyz 

be a moving coordinate system whose axes coincide with the principal axes 

of inertia of the solid at the point 0; the equation of the surface of 

the cavity filled with liquid in the xyr system is 

The motion of the liquid which occupies the cavity (I). can be de- 

scribed [2,3] by the formulas 
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aq 
vy = z + w - OS!/, 

acp 
vy = ay + 03x - OlZ, 

where vX, v , v designate, respectively, the projections of the absolute 

velocity ve&orZv of the liquid on the moving coordinate axes; 9(x, y, 

Z, t) is a harmonic function of the coordinates; ol, 02, 03 are functions 

of time t only. The function 9 can be written in the explicit form [Sl. 

Let us designate the projections of the vector o of the instantaneous 

angular velocity of the solid on the L, y, z axes by p, q, r, and the 

direction cosines of the fixed axis z1 with respect to the moving axes, 

by YIP ~21 ~3. 

The motion of the system shell-liquid can be described [S] by the 

following three groups of equations, in which the first group corresponds 

to the theorem of the moment of momentum, the second to the Helmholtz 

equation of vortex motion and the third to Poisson’s equation for the 
direction cosines 

A~+A~d~+(C-BB)*r+C2qw3-Barr_o~=R~a 

dq 
Bz+Ba 

doa 
dt + (A - C) rp + -Jaw - Gpo3 = - WI (z-l = Mgz”) 

C~+Cad~+(B--A)Pq+Bzpoz-Aaqo~=O 

do1 
-gi=2aa(-+-fi8 

) 

aa (ca - ba) drl 
-22@3 (aa+ba)(aa+,a), dt=rTa-Ua 

‘2 = 2ba (be - *) - 2 03% (b3 y $; ;a= aal 9 
dra 
- - dt - m3 - v3 

dos 
-J7=2ca c*a-b*) 

( + ca 
-2wh 

ca p - 6-y d’rs 

(~a + aa) fCa + ba) 9 
dt =QTl-PTa 

(3) 

Here, M is the total mass of the solid and liquid, z” is the coordi- 

nate of the centroid of the system. The sums of the moments of inertia 

of the solid A,, B,, 

[II Al’, B,‘, Cl’, 

C, and of the equivalent solid in Joukowski’s sense 

with respect to the moving axes, are designated by 

A, 6, C 
(4j 

A=&+A;, B = B1 + B;, c = c1+ c; 

, A ma (9 - s)a 
1 
, = 3 (aa - caJa 

2 ba + c3 + maze’, 

, 
B, = y c3 + aa + maze’, 

rn2 (aa - ba)a 

5 = 5 $+ba 

mz=4/3npabc 

The differences between the corresponding moments of inertia of the 

liquid and of the equivalent solid are designated by A2, B,, C, 

4Q baCa 
Aa=Tba+cap 

ha av b aaba -- 
*a= 5 aa+ca 9 Ca=Taq 
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The complete system of equations (3) allows a particular solution 

p= 0, q = 0, r = 0; 01 =o, .@ =o, cl&= w; y* =o, y2 =o, 1% = 1 

Let us invest$gate the stability of motion with respect to the vari- 

ables P, q, rr q, a2, 03, yl. y2. y3. We obtain the equations of the per- 

turbed motion by setting 

r=o+E, 03=o+r), T3=1+5 

in the perturbed motion and retaining previous designations for the other 

variables. We will not write down the variational equations, since obtain- 

ing them is eleraentary. The last of the variational equations in each 

group, obtained respectively from the systems (3). have the obvious solu- 

tions 

E = const, rl = const, 5 = const 

We will look for t$e solution of the remaining six variational equa- 

tions in the form e . The characteristic equation will be cubic with 

respect to h, = h2/02 

h6AB-?u402 t ABC2 +~V)+(C+C~-~-vB2)(C+C2-A-~A2)+ 

R 
+aatv- i)v+A,A(p-I&--_(A+B) -km4 ] 2 [$MA+R)+ 

+~~~~-~)A,+~~(Y--~)B~+A~A~(~--~)+~~BV(I--~)-AAB~~- 

- ~+A+~A~-~-~~)(~+~+~~~-C-C~~- 
f 

-pv(A+A,-C- C,)(B+ Bz-C-G,1- 

--tw1.9 ;z+A+AZ-C-CCZ 
( I( 

R 
$3 fBfBz-- c - (7%) = 0 (6) 

( 
p=2a2 2ba 

SfC2 V=p-Ip J 

For stability it is necessary that all h be real, i.e. that all hl be 

non-negative. The conditions of h, being non-negative provide the neces- 

sary conditions of stability. The latter become rather cumbersome, so 

without writing them down, let us point out a condition of instability 

which follows directly from the form of the constant term. If 

g + A -j- AZ - C - C,, R 
?I?- 

$B+&-c-cC1 

have different signs, then there must exist at least one root hl < 0 and 
consequently the motion is unstable. It has been proved in the article 

[61 that the conditions 

$+A+A?-C-C::<O, -c-c:<0 
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are the sufficient conditions of stability. In the case 

$+A+&--&>O, -$-+B+B~-c--q>0 (7) 

both stable and unstable motions are possible, depending on the actual 

magnitudes of these expressions. The investigation of the roots under 

the conditions (7) is difficult in a general case, but in each specific 

instance, when all the quantities except o are given, one can look for 

the values of o which will insure stability, turning directly to the 

characteristic equation (6). 

In the case when A, = El, a = b, i.e. in the case of a symmetrical 

top with a cavity in the form of an ellipsoid of rotation, which has been 

considered in [5,81, the investigation can be somewhat simplified. If we 

introduce the variables 

P = P + iq, P = ml+ ioa, r = rl+ iyp 

the variational equations take the following form: 

AdP _=io(C+Ca-A-Azp)P-iioAz(l-p)Q-iRI’ 
dt 

dS2 _=iiop(P-Q), !&=iP-iior 
dt 

We look for the solution in the form e 
iht . Thus we obtain the follor- 

ing characteristic equation: 

+p $+A+A~---C-G]=O 
[ 

(h = p) 

This equation coincides with the one obtained in [51. 

The stability condition is the condition of roots being real. It co- 

incides with the condition obtained in [5,81. 

The author wishes to thank V.V. Rumiantsev for his attention to this 

paper. 
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